**BPPM Team Guiding Principles**
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Provide a comprehensive BPPM update to guide USG stakeholders from project initiation through project completion

**Collaborative Process**
- Engage stakeholders including the following with surveys, on-site workshops, and web-based updates:
  - USG Institution Staff
  - Design Professionals
  - Construction Professionals
  - Consulting Program Managers
  - Related Service Providers
  - Professional Organizations
  - Other Higher Education and Industry Partners
- Incorporate feedback and input throughout the process
- Reach out to campus and industry partners for input and collaboration

**Clear and Rich Content**
- Limit scope to design and construction procedures for various design delivery methods for BOR capital projects
- Provide links to appropriate references such as BOR Policy Manual, standards, SCM, sustainability, historic preservation, and contracts
- Delete obsolete criteria and update content

**User Friendly Format**
- Create a web based, accessible, searchable document
- Use pictures, graphs, and examples
- Create an easy to revise and update format

**Create Value**
- Leverage technology to maximize quality
- Focus on efficiency and clarity
- Maintain focus on ultimate value and ROI